In power systems there are complex transformer structures, whose accurate analysis is not possible using the techniques available today. This paper presents a systematic data driven analysis method for coupled inductors of arbitrary complexity. The method first establishes a winding matrix N mapping the windings to the limbs of the transformer. A permeance matrix P is created from the reluctance network of the magnetic core. A generalized inductance matrix L mapping currents in the transformer windings to the induced voltages is generated based on the winding (N) and permeance (P) matrices. The inductance matrix representation of a coupled inductor is then transformed to an admittance matrix, which can be integrated to the nodal analysis of the electrical circuit surrounding the coupled inductor. The method presented is validated by simulations with real transformer structures using electromagnetic transient program (EMTP/ATP).
Introduction

Survey of known power transformer analysis methods
Transformer structures of today are getting more and more complex and there is a need to come up with a more systematic treatment of coupled inductors so, that the dynamics of them can be modeled effectively with electromagnetic transient programs such EMTP/ATP or Spice. Some of the hard problems the currently known transformer analysis methods are not able to deal with effectively are:
• Asymmetric nature of the magnetic core (eg. where the reluctances of individual limbs vary): in [1] there is an analysis of the three limb three phase transformer, when the different limbs have different reluctancies thus creating asymmetry. The method is hard to generalize as a number of assumptions have to be made during the analysis and the method is different for each different vector group.
• Integration with the surrounding electrical circuits in a systematic way: in [2] there is a description of a method to analyze multiterminal three phase transformer in which there is an attempt to use matrices to represent the transformer winding structures. While this method is usefull, it cannot be generalized to complex transformers and electrical network connections.
• Complex multi limb structures: in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] there are specific analysis of typical power transformer structures (3 phase, 3 or 5 limbs, symmetric/asymmetric). These methods are not suitable for more complex coupled inductors.
• Method presented in [8] builds matrices to represent the transformer structure, but it only applies to three phase transformers and cannot be generalized.
• Many power transformers have tertiary windings and to take the effect of it into consideration in transient studies in a generic way is difficult [9] .
One way for more accurate analytical treatment of leakage fluxes power transformer cores means, that the amount of magnetic paths in the magnetic core increases as one physical limb is broken down to a number of magnetic paths corresponding to a part of the limb and leakage magnetic path around it [10] . This means, that the magnetic model becomes intractable for the traditional methods designed for simpler three of five limb core structures.
In summary: most of the currently known methods for power transformer analysis are focused on analyzing transformers for predefined core structures (typically 3 limbs or 5 limbs) and with certain vector groups. If the core structure changes a new method is required and if the vector group changes, another change of method is required. Furthermore, when the core and winding structures get more complicated, for example when modeling core with reluctance networks involving leakage fluxes, there is no straightforward analysis method. When power transformer is analyzed in fundamental frequency, leakage fluxes and core asymmetries may not play a major role, but when analyzing transformer performance under fast transients, more accurate modeling becomes crucial.
Objectives of the work in this paper
To address the shortcomings of current power transformer analysis, as described above, this work provides a systematic treatment of coupled inductors so, that any power transformer core structure, vector group or surrounding electrical network can be modeled without changes needed in the analysis method. The proposed method is data driven: transformer core is modeled by a numerical matrix representing its reluctance network and the windings are modeled as another numerical matrix. Thus, the analysis method stays the same for all core structures and winding configurations of any complexity providing improvement over current methods.
Furthermore, this work makes it straightforward to include the complex power transformer in electrical network analysis as the coupled inductors are mapped to an inductance matrix, which can be handled in electrical domain using the commonly available solvers such as EMTP/ATP or Spice (Fig. 1.) . In the next section a method is described, where the transformer core and winding configuration are mapped to an inductance matrix. Section 3 shows a method to include the the transformer inductance matrix in nodal analysis and EMTP/ATP electric circuit solver. Section 4 shows two examples transformers and their surrounding circuits, where the method has been applied. 
Matrix representation of a complex inductor
Referring to Fig. 2 , some topological concepts related to magnetic circuits are defined:
• Any magnetic circuit can be considered to consist of a set of interconnected limbs, which form a reluctance network.
• Fluxes in the limbs, that terminate to a node add up to zero (Kirchoff law electrical analogy).
• Magnetomotive force in any loop of limbs equals to the sum of limb reluctance times flux in the limb (Ohm law electrical analogy).
• There are windings in some, but not on all limbs.
Picture 2, Magnetic circuit topological definitions
Proposed method of modeling a coupled inductor is made in the following steps:
• Establish a winding matrix N, which links currents in the windings to magnetomotive forces in the limbs.
• Establish a permeance matrix P, which maps currents in the limbs to fluxes in the limbs.
Permeance matrix is calculated from the reluctance network using standard circuit analysis methods.
• Having established permeance matrix P and winding matrix N, the relationship between currents in the windings and fluxes in the limbs is:
• Multiplying limb fluxes by transpose of N and taking derivative 1 on time gives the voltages induced in the windings given the currents in them:
• The matrix term PN N T is interpreted as a generalized inductance T L , which is a complete representation of the coupled inductor using data from the winding and permeance matrices.
Winding matrix
Transformer windings carry currents and are represented by vector I. Let it's dimension be I n . There is a mapping matrix N, which maps the currents in the windings to currents in the limbs. It's dimensions are nL×nI, where nL is the number of limbs. 
For example:
31 N means the number of windings current 1 has on limb 3 2 .
As illustrative example zig zag earthing transformer in Fig. 3 can be represented by the following N matrix: 
Describing the magnetic core with permeance matrix P
Core characteristics are in this analysis represented by a permeance matrix P. It maps magnetomotive forces in the limbs to fluxes in the limbs. It's dimensions are nL×nL so it is a square matrix. In order to derive permeance matrix of a transformer core, the transformer core is considered as a reluctance network. Once having the reluctance network, permeance matrix is calculated from the reluctance network using standard circuit analysis methods, taking into considering the magnetic-electric analogues. Consider, for example, a reluctance network of a three limb transformer as presented in Fig. 4 . 
Additionally the fluxes in the limbs are mapped to the fluxes in the loops. The transformer above has 3 limbs and 2 loops. This creates a conversions matrix Q of dimensions 3 X 2. The conversion matrix for the presented reluctance network is:
In other words: multiplying with Q vector composed of magnetomotive forces in the limbs gives a vector of magnetomotive forces in the loops.
Applying these two matrices R and Q permeance matrix is calculated:
As an illustration, the permeance matrix for the single phase transformer in Fig. 4 as above is: 
Generalized transformer inductance matrix
Fluxes in the limbs can be calculated multiplying the magnetomotive forces in the limbs NI by permeance matrix P:
Multiplying limb fluxes by transpose of N and taking derivative on time gives the voltages induced in the windings given the currents in them. This means, that the generalized inductance T L of the coupled inductor can be expressed in terms of the winding (N) and permeance (P) matrices.
As an example, the complete inductance matrix single phase inductor in Fig. 4 , is:
In a limit, where R0 goes to infinity an intuitively clear form for L comes out, described below, 
Integrating the generalized inductance to circuit solvers
The method presented above provides a straightforward and systematic way to derive inductance matrix for coupled inductors of any size and complexity. Naturally, the real value of the method becomes clear, when the number of limbs in the transformer exceeds three and where the reluctances are not symmetrical.
In any practical analysis the generalized inductance of coupled inductor system should be included in the analysis of the surrounding electrical circuit. Regarding this two practical cases can be considered: integrating coupled inductor in nodal analysis and incorporating the inductance matrix with numerical circuit solvers such as alternative transient analysis EMTP/ATP.
Integrating coupled inductor matrix to nodal analysis
Coupled inductor as voltage controlled current source vector
Typically larger electrical circuits and power networks are solved using nodal analysis [11] . List of nodes is constructed and the admittances between the nodes and the ground are included in the admittance matrix YN. Current sources are represented as a vector I denoting the currents arriving at each individual node. Then the voltage in the nodes can be solved by solving the matrix equation:
The coupled inductor and it's generalized inductance matrix can be integrated into the nodal system of equations by taking into consideration that it adds to the currents in similar way as the current sources. Effectively, any coupled inductor is a voltage controlled current source: voltage presented in windings manifests as currents in the windings as the inductance matrix dictates.
Thus, the inductance matrix L of the coupled inductor can be taken into consideration by considering the inductor as a current source J, driven by the scaled integral of the voltages in the coupled inductor's windings. As the numbering of transformer windings differ from the numbering of the nodes a conversion matrix mapping is required ( Λ ), which maps windings at coupled inductors to the nodes in the nodal analysis. The transpose Solving for node voltages V:
Thus, to incorporate complex coupled inductors to nodal electrical circuit analysis, the following steps will solve the complete electric-magnetic problem:
• Identify the inductance matrix (L) of the coupled inductor as presented above.
• Analyze the electrical circuit using the traditional nodal analysis method to come up with the admittance matrix (Y) of the electrical network.
• Find out the mapping between coupled inductor winding circuits and nodal voltages Λ .
• Calculate phasors or Laplace representations of the nodal voltages using (8) .
With these steps the electric-magnetic problem can be solved systematically in a data-driven manner for any complexity for magnetic and electric networks.
Interpretation of coupled inductor as an additional admittance matrix
The previous chapter provided a result, where the coupled inductor introduces a voltage controlled current source vector to be added to the nodal currents. This can be brought one step 
This gives another interpretation for the method presented. For all coupled inductors, that are connected to electrical network, a corresponding admittance matrix can be created. These admittance matrices can simply be added to the admittance matrix of the electrical circuit and the entire circuit can then be solved using traditional solvers. This insight is usefull for analysis of larger electrical networks, which include multitude of transformers in different locations of the network.
Integrating to EMTP/ATP transient analysis
More often, than not, electrical circuits are simulated numerically using solvers such as Spice [12] or electromagnetic transient analysis software. Here a method is presented, where the inductance matrix of the coupled inductor is incorporated into EMTP/ATP electromagnetic transient analysis software [13] . This is made by representing the coupled inductor using the MODELS capability in ATPDRAW, where simplified Fortran code is written to integrate phase voltages multiplied by the inverse of the impedance matrix of the coupled inductor. Result is a current vector, which is fed into a controlled current source. This current is fed back to the original nodes from where the voltage inputs were taken to the MODELS module. Thus, the performance of the node therein created simulates the performance of a coupled inductor represented by the inductance matrix. The principle of simulating the coupled inductor is shown Fig. 5 . 
Examples
Example 1: Single phase transformer with leakage flux
Consider the transformer as presented in Fig. 6 . It has primary and secondary windings in two separate limbs each having reluctance of RL and there is a path for the leakage flux via reluctance R0. Figure 6 , Reluctance model of transformer under study This transformer has winding resistances and capacitances and is driven by a Norton source and loaded by a resistive load. The surrounding electrical network is presented in Fig. 7 . Gw1 and represent Gw2s the primary and secondary winding conductances, while Gp include the combined effect of source admittance and the core loss, C1 and C2 are the primary and secondary winding capacitances respectively. GL is the load admittance and I is the current source. 
Nodal analysis
In chapter 1.4 inductance matrix of this magnetic circuit was derived. The nodal admittance matrix YN can be derived straightforwardly: 
The current source vector I is:
The matrix coupling the magnetic and electric parts is:
The magnetic addition L Y to the nodal matrix can be calculated by (8) 
EMTP/ATP analysis
The transformer under study was modeled with ATPDRAW using method described above. The inverse of inductance matrix was calculated as:
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The simulated network is as in Fig. 10 . 
Example 2: three phase three limb reactor with yoke reluctances and leakage flux
Another practical non-trivial example analyzed is: three phase three limb reactor with yoke reluctances and leakage flux paths. A target is to use the modeling presented to study, how the asymmetries created by yoke and leakage reluctances impact the symmetry of currents. The relevance of this is due to the fact, that transformer analysis literature there are no systematic methods to deal with transformer cores with significant asymmetries. Target is to see, how that impacts the asymmetry of the core impact the output voltages at different loads. The analyzed reactor is presented in Fig.13 and the surrounding electrical network is in Fig. 12 . Figure 12 , Reactor and the surrounding electrical circuit Figure 13 , Three phase three limb reactor with yoke reluctances and leakage flux
Matrices
Considering the reactor in pictures 12 and 13, the descriptive matrices N, R and Q as well as the nodal matrix YN are: N: The negative sequence current is only about 0.5% of the positive sequence current and there is practically no zero sequence current. Thus, for a practical reactor, the approximation, where yoke reluctances are zero is quite applicable, contrary to intuition.
Conclusions
A data-driven and matrix oriented method was presented in which complex coupled inductors of any complexity can be analyzed with the surrounding electrical network in a systematic way. The transformer structure is presented in four matrices N,R,Q and P, that are easily extracted from the physical measures and material specifications of the transformer. Result is a generalized inductor matrix, which in turn can be transformed to an admittance matrix, which can be integrated into traditional nodal circuit analysis and electrical transient solvers such as EMTP/ATP.
Using the methods presented a number of complex transformer structures has been analyzed and validated and the method can be used for modeling linear coupled inductors of any complexity in networks of any size.
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